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Michael Hodge
Principle – Digital Practice/Design Technology, TVS Design

Associate Ruth Parr brings significant expertise in Building 

Information Modeling (BIM) and strategic workflow to her role 

as LS3P’s Strategic BIM Manager. With a BSE in Civil 

Engineering: Architecture and Engineering from Princeton 

University, Ruth is an invaluable member of the firm’s 

Technology Team. Her popular “Revit huddles” provide an 

ongoing resource for users at all levels to advance their skills 

and distribute knowledge for greater firmwide efficiency.
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Dustin Schafer
Chief Technical Officer – Principal, Henderson Engineers

Dustin believes that thoughtful design is at the core of good 

engineering. Through his role as the chief technical officer at 

Henderson, he pushes to go beyond the basic mechanics of 

engineering to arrive at solutions that are as artful as they 

are functional.  

Driven by his genuine desire to add value to the relationships 

he has with both clients and coworkers, he's a trusted 

adviser to many. Dustin takes Henderson's vision to be the 

firm that builds a better world to heart as he emphasizes 

innovation, quality, and humanity each and every day.



Luther Lampkin
Director of Construction Technology & Innovation at RG 
Construction, Inc.

Luther Lampkin is the Director of Technology & Innovation at RG 
Construction in Elmhurst, Illinois, whose skilled background in 
digital technology pairs him with clients enhancing their adoption 
of Building Information Modeling (BIM), Virtual Design 
Construction (VDC) and Design Asset Management (D.A.M.). 

Luther is a change agent in a traditionally non-diverse 
profession. His current and past projects combined, consist of 
$14 Billion in revenue including Hospitals, Wet  Infrastructure, 
Industrial, Educational, and Federal projects. These major 
projects both domestically and internationally also include his 
extensive infrastructure work on the Panama Canal Third Set of 
Locks. His skilled background in vertical construction design and 
engineering was shown in past roles as BIM Manager, R&D 
Technology  Consultant, and Virtual Design/Construction (VDC) 
for Architecture, Civil, and Construction firms. Luther has worked 
to identify where people, culture, and technology  processes 
bottleneck improving business expansion, client engagement, 
and construction coordination. 



Jose Galindo
VP of Digital Practice, Huckabee Architects

Jose is the Vice President of Digital Practice at Huckabee, a 
fast-growing educational design firm with offices in Texas, 
California and Nevada. In this role, Jose helps to cultivate an 
ever-evolving, technology-based collaboration experience for 
design teams and clients. He is responsible for managing the 
firm’s technology vision, R&D and implementation of 
technological solutions related to architectural / engineering 
design.

Jose’s current work focuses on firm-wide efforts to advance 
computational tools and workflows, visualization techniques 
and building data analysis. He is driven by a passion to drive 
results through tighter integration of innovative practices into 
the design process that help build agility to cope with current 
and emerging design challenges.



Joseph Bertucci
BIM Design Manager, Amazon

My interest in BIM & Architecture has been long standing. I value 

myself as a leader and team coordinator to offer strategies and 

introduce new technologies to better the office work-flow. My 

skills of organization are welcomed to high complex projects as I 

am used to working in a fast-paced environment. In addition, my 

high energy level personality allows for great team coordination 

and motivation. In my years of experience, I enjoy working in a 

creative and collaborative environment where I will be challenged 

to push myself while working along side other leaders in order to 

become the best version of myself. My experience in the AEC 

industry coupled with my education has provided me with an 

excellent background in BIM, architecture, project life cycle 

coordination, and design solutions. This experience together has 

given me the knowledge and ability necessary to be a 

competitive and valuable asset to the work environment. 



About Bill
President, EvolveLAB

Bill Allen is President of EvolveLAB, Disrupt Repeat, and On 

Point Scans. These firms synergistically help Architects, 

Engineers, and Contractors optimize the built environment. 

He has over 15 years of experience managing technology for 

buildings in the AEC industry for cutting edge firms. Bill Allen 

has been a keynote speaker as well as featured speaker at 

multiple events and has the most watched Autodesk 

University talk ever "The Future of BIM is NOT BIM, And It's 

Coming Faster Than You Think“.



Why did you choose to 
develop custom tools for 

your firm?  Was it to gain a 
competitive edge? Was it 
streamline your process?  

Other?



Are there major problems your 
firm trying to solve with custom 

tools?  How would you categorize 
these problems? i.e. disconnected 

data, productivity challenges, 
labor shortages, etc.? 



Do you have in-house software 
engineers on staff?  Do you see 

an advantage to hiring an outside 
design technology company vs. 

developing tools internally?



Would you recommend other firms 
create custom tools within their 

firm?  Why or why not?



What challenges did you run into 
when creating your custom 

tool(s)?  Any lessons learned you 
would share with the audience?  

Anything you would do 
differently?



If you could leave the audience 
with one piece of advice, what 

would it be?
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